UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
(Abstract)
First Degree Programme in English under CBCS system-Oral Examination for Continous Evaluation (CE) for the paper Language course I- Language Skills for the first semester-with effect from 2019 admissions-Approved-orders issued.

=================================================================================================

ACADEMIC’AV’ SECTION

No.ACAV/1/English/2019 Thiruvananthapuram, Dated:01.10.2019

Read(1):-U.O No.Ac.AV/2/English/2019 dated 12.06.2019

(2):-Minutes of the Additional Meeting of the Board of Studies in English (pass) held on 07.08.2019.

ORDER

The Scheme and Syllabus of Additional Language courses/Foundation Course in English for all First Degree Programmes under CBCS system (BA/B.Sc/B.Com and Career-related Programmes BA/B.Sc/B.Com 2(a) & 2(b)) had been revised vide paper read as (1) above.

The additional meeting of the Board of Studies in English (pass) at its meeting held on 07/08/2019 read as (2) above, discussed the evaluation process of the paper “Language Skills”-Language course-I in the Semester I and recommended to conduct an oral examination for Continous Evaluation (CE) in Listening and Speaking Components for the paper “Language Skills”- Language course-I in the Semester I - EN 1111.1 (BA/B.Sc), EN 1111.2 (B.Com), EN 1111.3 (career-related First Degree Programmes under CBCS system 2(a)) and EN 1111.4 (career-related First Degree Programmes under CBCS system 2(b)) and to allot 10 marks for the internal test (oral), to be implemented w.e.f 2019 admissions onwards.

The Dean, Faculty of Arts endorsed the recommendations of the Board of Studies in English (pass).

Sanction has been accorded by the Vice-Chancellor, subject to reporting to the Academic Council for the conduct of oral examination for continuous evaluation (CE) in Listening and Speaking Components for the paper “Language Skills” Language course-I in the Semester I EN 1111.1 (BA/B.Sc), EN 1111.2 (B.Com), EN 1111.3 (career-related First Degree Programmes under CBCS system 2(a)) and EN 1111.4 (career-related First Degree Programmes under CBCS system 2(b)) and to allot 10 marks for the internal test (oral), w.e.f 2019 admissions, as recommended by the Board of Studies in English (pass) and endorsed by the Dean, Faculty of Arts.

Orders are issued accordingly.

Sd/-

SOBHANA KUMARI.K
Deputy Registrar (Acad II)
for Registrar
Copy to-

(1) The Principals of all colleges offering First Degree Programme.
(2) The Dean, Faculty of Arts.
(3) The Chairman, Board of Studies in English (pass)
(4) The Controller of Examination.
(5) The Director, Computer centre/IT Cell.
(6) JR(CBCS)
(7) DR(CBCS)/ES
(8) AR(EB/ES)
(9) EB/ES sections
(10) Tabulation Sections
(11) PRO/RO/Enquiry
(12) Stock file/File Copy
(13) Academic Sections

Forwarded/By Order

Assistant Registrar